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COMPOSING FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED ^-VARIATION

J. CIEMNOCZOLOWSKI AND W. ORLICZ

ABSTRACT. Let F„ be finite-valued functions on (-00,00), Fn(0) = 0, n =

1,2,.... For x € ~Vp(a,b), the class of functions of bounded (^-variation, the

compositions Fn(x) are studied. The main result of this paper is Theorem 1

stating necessary and sufficient conditions for the sequence var^,(Fn(i),a, b)

to be bounded for each 1 6 ~\)^(a,b) (ip denotes here another p-function).

1. Throughout this paper, by ^-function we understand a continuous, un-

bounded, nondecreasing function on (0,00), with ip(u) = 0 iff u = 0. Such a

function is said to satisfy condition A2 (for small u) whenever <p(2u) < k<p(u)

with some constant k > 0 for 0 < u < ur¡. We denote by X the vector space of

real-valued functions on (a, b) such that x(a) = 0.

For a given partition n: a = to < ti < ■ ■ • < tn = b, let us form the variational

sum
n

aip(x,iv) = ^£>(|x(i,) - x(f¿_i)|), x G X.

¿=i

The number

var,p(x,a, 6) = var«¿,(x) = supcr¡p(x, tt),

where the supremum is taken over all tt, is called the <p-variation of x on (a,b).

The following classes of functions will be considered: "V^, = {x G X: va,i{p(x) < 00}

and ^ = {1 e A":var,p(Ax) < 00 for some A > 0}. We will also write ^(0,6)

and Vp(a,b). V£ is a vector space. Whenever each element x G "V^ satisfies the

so-called condition B.l [5, p. 50] i.e.

var^Ax) -»0    as A —> 0,

a generated norm can be defined in "V¿,

||x||£, = m{{e > 0:var<p(x/e) < e},

and then "V^ is complete in this F-norm. When <p is a ^-function of the form

<p(u) = t/>(ws), 0 < 5 < 1, where tp is a convex 92-function, then condition B.l

is satisfied for each x G "V^. In this case, one can define in "V^, along with the

generated norm, an s-homogeneous norm

||x||^ = inf{£ > Orvar^x/e1/8) < 1};

|| • ||gjVS and || • ||£ are equivalent.

Recall that the notion of functions of bounded <£>-variation appeared first in the

papers of Wiener [6] (for <p(u) = u2), J. Marcinkiewicz [3] and L. C. Young [7] (for
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<p(u) = up, p > 1). The last author introduced this idea for an unrestricted <p-

function [8]. The spaces of functions of bounded ^-variation were studied from the

point of view of fundamental notions of functional analysis and some applications

by J. Musielak and W. Orlicz [4] and R. Lesniewicz and W. Orlicz [2].

2. THEOREM 1. Let <p be an arbitrary f-function, i¡j a ¡p-function satisfying

A2 for small u. Let Fn be functions on (—00,00), ^„(0) = 0, n = 1,2,..., such

that

(a) sup„ var^(Fn(x),a,b) < 00 for x G ~V^(a,b).

Then for every v > 0 there exists a constant Kv such that the inequality

(b) ip(\Fn(u2) - F„(i¿i)|) < Kv<p(\u2 - «il) holds for u2,Ui G (-v,v), n =
1,2,_ Conversely, (b) implies (a).

PROOF. To show (a)=>(b), let us first observe that (a) implies the uniform

boundedness in common of Fn(u) in (—v,v). If the sequence (Fn(u)) were not

uniformly bounded in common in (—v,v), then for some sequence of indices n,

there would exist u¿ G (—v,v) and uo, such that

(1) Fnx(ut) -> 00,

and

(2) ^(2|u,-Uo|)<l/2\        ¿=1,2,....

We can additionally assume uq <uí. Choose arbitrarily points a < to < ti < Í2 <

■ ■ ■ < tn < ■ ■ ■ < b and define the function x by taking x(a) = 0, x(to) = uq, x(ti) —

Ui, x(t) — uq in the remaining points of (a, b). Since for j > i, (p(\ui—u3\) < l/2l_1,

we can easily calculate by (2) that varvs(x) < 00. Since \Fni(x(ti))\ = \Fni(ui)\,

then in view of (1), we have a contradiction with (a).

If condition (b) is not satisfied, then there exist indices n, (not necessarily all

different, they may even be almost all equal) and intervals (uí,ví) C (—v,v) such

that

(3) h = i>(\FnÁv;)-F   (ut)\)^^
<P(Vi - Ui)

Since Fni are uniformly bounded in common in {—v,v),

(4) Vi - Ui -* 0.

Choose u>i — (ui + Vi)/2. Passing, if necessary, to a partial sequence one can assume

u>i —> wo- Let us consider both possible cases.

Io. wo is contained in an at most finite number of intervals (m,Vi). Assume,

for instance, that infinitely many intervals not containing wo lie to the right of wo-

The reasoning would be analogous if infinitely many of them were to the left of wo-

Let us define by induction a partial sequence of these intervals (u¿, v¿) having the

following properties:

(a) wo < u'i+1 < v'i+1 < u\ < v'i, i = 1,2,...,

(ß) ^(w0 - v[) < l/2\ ¿ = 1,2,...,

(1)k'l>22*+\ ¿ = 1,2,....
Here k\ means the fc¿ corresponding to the interval (v[, t¿¿) in (3), and n¿ is replaced
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by n'i- From (ß) it follows that <p(v'i - it¿) < l/2\  We determine integers m¿ so

that

1 2
7+T < mi<p(v'i - u'i) <\P) 2»+i   - ■"»»'v-i     ~n - 2i

and groups of points in (a, b) in such a way that

¿ = 1,2,...

t[+1 < t[+l < t2+1 < t2+1 < <ti+1   < ti+1^ umi + i  ^ umiJrl

(T)

Define the function

<t\ <t\<t\<tl2<-<tlm. <fmi,

1,2,..., t%m. -» a, 4, > a-

0 for £ = a,

i>< for tj,tj,...,Ç<> ¿=1,2,...,
x(í) = ¿ «■ for i\, 4, • • ■, tlmi> ¿ = 1,2,...,

< for tjj. < t < t), tj<t< t)+l, 3 = 1,2,..

. w0 for ilm> < Í < il"1, 41 < í < 6, t = 1,2,

,m,;

Both (/?) and (5) imply var^(x) < oo. However, taking into consideration (5) and

(7), we have

0(|Fnî(*($)) - Fnj(í(tÍ))|) + ^(|F„;(x(4)) - F„;(x(i2))|) + ...

+ rl>(\Fn,{x(?mi))-Fn,(x(tini))\)

= m^(|F„;K) - Fni(tii-)l) = fc>i¥?W - uj)

>2 2i + l 1
2« + ! 00    as 1 00.

Hence var,/,(.F„<(x)) —► 00 and we have a contradiction.

2°.  wo is contained in infinitely many (ut,Vi).  Let Ui < w$ < i>¿ for some i.

Then

xiíu^-íuwo)!) t/>(ifn>o)-^K)ir
Si = sup

(6)
>

<p(Vi - Wo)

l^FnÁVi) - Fni(Ui)\)
2k

<p(wo - Ui)

ip(Vi - Ui)

where k is a constant such that ip(2u) < kip(u), when 0 < u < 2c, with |Fn<(u)| < c

for — v < u < v, i = 1,2,_This is so because the following inequalities hold:

iJ}(\Fni(vi) - Fni{ui)\) < il>(2\Fnt{vi) - Fni{w0)\) + ^(2\Fnt(w0) - Fnt(Ul)\)

< kSi(<p(vi - w0) + <p(wo - Ui)) < 2kSnp(vi - Ui).

So, making use of (3) and (6) we can exhibit an infinite sequence of intervals of the

form (u'^wq) or (wo,v'i) and appropriate n't such that either

(7)

or

(7')

^(\FK(v'i) - Fn^0)\)   ^ 02i+1

<p(v[ - Wo

0(|Fnj(«b)-íVK)|)

> 2¿

ip(w0 - u'i)
>2 2i+l 1,2,...
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Assume, for instance, (7) holds.   The proof of (7') would be analogous.  Passing,

if necessary, to a partial sequence we can assume <p(v'¿ — wq) < 1/21, i = 1,2,_

Define integers mt so that

1 2
(8) 2«+T < mi<p{v'i - wo) < ^,        ¿=1,2,....

Define groups of points as in (T) and the function

{0      for t = a,

v'i     for t = t\,ti,...,4., ¿ = 1,2,...,
wo    elsewhere in (a, b).

It follows from (8) that var^(x) < oo. However, in view of (7) we have

tl>(\Fn,(x(t\)) - Fn>(x(t\))\) + 4>(\Fn,(x(t2)) - Fn[(x(î2))\) + ■■■

+ iP(\Fn<(x(tlnt))-F<(x(ilnt))\)

= mMKM) - F<(™o)\) > 22í+1^¿i = 2l - oo.

Hence supra<yax^(Fn'(x)) = oo and we have a contradiction.   Similarly, we get a

contradiction if wq = Ui or wq = Vi for infinitely many i.

To prove (b)=>(a), note that if x G "vv(a,b), then for some v, x(t) G (—v,v), t G

(a, b) and for an arbitrary partition n: a = to < ¿i < • • • < ffc = b we have

fc k

J2^(\Fn(x(U)) - Fn(x{U-i))\) < Kv^2<p{\x(U) - x(U-i)\),
t=l ¿=1

so

(9) var^,(Fn(x)) < Kvvsn^(x),        n = l,2,....

Thus (a) holds.    D

A sequence of elements (xn) G "V,p(a,b) is called n-convergent (two-norm con-

vergent) to Xfj if xn(t) —► xo(i) uniformly in (a,b), varv,(x„) < fc, n = 1,2,....

n-convergence in "\)^(a,b) is defined analogously.

COROLLARY, (b) implies the following property of equicontinuity of Fn(x) with

respect to n-convergence:

If the sequence xn G "v,p(a,b) is n-convergent in Mtp(a,b) to x = 0, then Fn(xn)

is n-convergent to 0 in M^(a,b).

Indeed, if xn(a) = 0, varv3(x„) < fc, n = 1,2,..., and xn(t) —> 0 uniformly in

(o, 6), then the functions xn are uniformly bounded in common in some (—v, v) and

by (b) we get ^(|Fn(xn(i))|) < Kv<p(\xn(t)\), so Fn(xn(t)) -> 0 uniformly in (a,b).

The second part of our assertion is, in view of (9), obvious.    D

Note that it follows immediately from (b) and (9) that if the sequence (xn) is

n-convergent to xq in "V<p(a, 6), then the sequence (F(xn)) is n-convergent to F(xq)

in ~V^(a,b). From Theorem 1 it follows also that if for every x G "v<p(a, b), F(x) G

V^(a,b), then this operator is continuous with respect to modular covergence:

var,p(x„ - x0) —> 0 implies var^(F(xn) - F(x0)) -» 0.
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3. THEOREM 2. Let <p be a ip-function satisfying the condition A2 for small u

and F a function on (—00,00), ^(0) = 0.

A. The operator F(x) G ~vv{a,b) for each x G "Up (a, 6) if and only if for every

v > 0, there exists a constant Kv such that

(*) >p(\F(u2) -F(tii)|) < Kv<p(\u2 -ui|)    for uuu2 G (-v,v).

B. Under the additional assumption that <p is strictly increasing andip-1 satisfies

A2 for small u, the inequality (*) is equivalent to

(**) \F(u2) - F(ui)\ < Kv\u2-ui\    for ui,u2 G (-v,v).

On the above assumptions it follows from (**) that for arbitrary ^-function ip,

xeV;{a,b)^F(x)€V;{a,b).
PROOF. Ad. A. Inequality (*) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, if we

put Fn = F,   11 = 1,2,....

Ad. B. Under the additional assumptions on <p we get from (*)

\F(u2) - F(ui)\ < <p-i(Kv<p(\u2 -ui])) < Kv\u2 -ui\.

Let x G "U¿, i.e., var^,(Ax) < 00 for some A > 0. For an arbitrary partition

7t: a = to < ti < • ■ • < in = b and some v we get from (**)

™      ( A \        n

Yip   =r\F{x(U)) - F(x{U-i))\    < V^(A|i(í¿) - i(íí-i)I) < var^Ax).
¿=i   Vä„ j    i=1

Hence v&r^((\/Kv)F(x)) < 00; that is F(x) G V^.

COROLLARY. If for any x G ~\)(a,b) there is F(x) G M (a, b), then for arbitrary

ip-function, x G 1£(a, 6) implies F(x) G "V^(o, 6).

This Corollary and Theorem 2 generalize, in a sense, a result of M. Josephy [1].

REMARK. A. If ip is of the form ip(u) = x(us), X convex, 0 < s < 1, and i/>

satisfies A2 for small u, then the assumption (a) of Theorem 1, supn var^,(Fn(x)) <

00 for x G M,p{a,b), is equivalent to supn ||^n(ï)||«wi < 00. This last assumption is

reminiscent of the one concerning sequences of linear operators in normed spaces

from the Banach-Steinhaus Uniform Boundedness Principle. From this assumption

follows (b) of Theorem 1, so we have (9) and thus, if varv3(x) < 1, then with some

constant C the inequality

var,/,(Fn(x)) < Cvar,p(x) < C

holds for n = 1,2,_ Hence, taking C > 1,

(Fn(x)\    .,

that is to say ||-Fn(^)Ha t/, — C when var,p(x) < 1, n = 1,2,_ Thus we obtained

a conclusion analogous to the assertion of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.

B. Put Fn(u) = u, n = 1,2,_   In this case the condition (b) is, with some

K > 0, uo > 0, equivalent to tp(u) < Kip(u) for 0 < u < uo- This is the known

necessary and sufficient condition for the inclusion ^(0,6) C "V^,(o, b) to hold.

(However, in Theorem 1 it has been additionally assumed that ip satisfies A2 for

small u.)
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